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Enverus CurveBuilder software delivers fast, high quality, validated and consistent forward curve data across GEN-I, 
resulting in increased cross-border trading profitability.

Executive summary: 
Cross-border energy trading heated up for GEN-I Group after the Balkans energy markets deregulated towards the 
end of the 2000s. The then young trading firm, one of the fastest growing and most innovative cross-border energy 
trading companies in Europe, saw a significant opportunity to gain trading advantage and capitalise on pricing 
differentials and short- to mid-term cross border market gaps.

GEN-I’s traders and analysts internally developed mathematical algorithms creating robust price forward curves 
(PFCs). These PFCs enabled traders to capitalise on deregulation opportunities in the Balkans and gain a unique 
trading advantage. But they needed an enterprise-wide solution to execute their strategy at the enterprise level.

Enverus introduced its differentiated solution, CurveBuilder, to GEN-I. The CurveBuilder solution provided a robust, 
customisable rules-based engine that quickly generates forward curves, with the flexibility to model clients’ 
market understanding and interpretations. 

GEN-I Group walked away with high-quality, validated, and consistent data across its trading operations, leading 
to improved confidence in future prices and the ability to seize opportunities to trade more effectively in different 
markets.

GEN-I Group – Maximising Deregulation 
Opportunities in the Balkans
Established in 2004, GEN-I Group is one of the fastest growing and 
most innovative cross-border energy trading companies in Europe, with 
operations in more than 20 European countries and 16 subsidiaries. The 
deregulation of the Balkans energy markets represented a significant 
opportunity for GEN-I as it looked to gain a trading advantage and 
capitalise on pricing differentials and short to mid-term market gaps 
across German, Czech, Slovak and Hungarian borders.

To enable opportunity maximisation, GEN-I developed, built, and tested an internal suite of bespoke mathematical 
algorithms forming PFCs for gas and electricity futures contracts across the region. GEN-I was able to accurately 
price its operations forward, thus maximise the future value of assets and contracts across countries in South East 
Europe.

GEN-I CAPITALISES ON BALKANS 
DEREGULATION USING ENVERUS 
CURVEBUILDER

GEN-I GROUP

Revenues: More than €2.2 billion 
Employees: More than 470 
Headquarters: Krško, Slovenia 
Markets: GEN-I operates in more than 
20 countries and, with subsidiaries in 
16, connects Germany and France in the 
West, to Georgia and Turkey in the East. 
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Realising an Enterprise-Grade Solution
To achieve success, the whole company required access to the 
same models and prices for power and gas trading, risk, and 
reporting.

Consistency and data synchronisation risk exists when using 
multiple internal algorithms across the business. Multiple teams 
could access different PFCs from different sources with varying 

levels of quality control, support, back-up and speed. The business required centralisation of curves to support 
the core business within a fast, enterprise grade, front-to-back integrated solution. In this way, GEN-I could have 
confidence in their future prices, maximise the ability to seize opportunities, and trade more effectively.

In the words of Boris Domanović, Market Analytics Manager at GEN-I, the new system “needed to bring process, 
speed, quality, scalability and support to our analytical requirements and increased frequency from end of day to any 
timeframe we wished.”

Build, Buy, Or Customise?
Developing PFCs internally presented several challenges, including the danger of models being  
mis-calibrated, reflecting book bias, and simple human error when analyzing large data volumes.

GEN-I talked to several forward curve providers who offered off-the-self solutions. GEN-I quickly realised that what 
it required was an established, yet customisable solution that would enable the company to implement its already 
developed and sophisticated algorithms.

Boris Domanović continues: “after we initially sought out expertise on the solution we should implement, it soon 
became clear that Enverus’ CurveBuilder software was the solution we were looking for. We asked them to do a Proof 
of Concept to model our algorithms.”

“We couldn’t risk different curves in different 
areas of the business, we needed to ensure that 
we maintained our complex curve build logic 
and patterns which we felt were highly effective 
in identifying contract arbitrage opportunities.”
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CurveBuilderIn-house

• Prep – Visual tool makes input checks
 and curve building up to 60% faster
• Data ingestion – Your data feeds arrive  
 organised and sorted, saving you time
• Calculation – Dedicated tool increases  
 calculation speeds over 90% to Excel
• Verify – Visual tool reduces validation  
 and error discovery time by up to 50%
• Publish – Standardised API output ready  
 to connect to your ETRM/ERP instance

Time Spent Producing Curves: In-House Vs CurveBuilder
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Summary
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Enverus and CurveBuilder
With cutting-edge enterprise data management products, Enverus Trading & 
Risk provides complete end-to-end solutions that reduce risk and maximise 
trading speed and clarity.

Enverus CurveBuilder software consists of a robust, customisable rules-based engine to generate real-time forward 
curves, accompanied by audit trails and process logs for compliance. While CurveBuilder is an off-the-shelf solution, 
the software is highly flexible and can be adapted to individual customer needs, as required by GEN-I.

The flexible curve building tool allows users to quickly blend their proprietary data and algorithms, enabling traders 
and risk managers to build curves to capture market opportunities. 

Implementing Thoroughly and Promptly
Post the Proof of Concept (POC) smoothing the curves and adding maths libraries to enable full modelling, GEN-I 
gave the green light to build up the full stack of forward curves. 

A successful implementation was achieved through bringing the 
relevant maths frameworks into CurveBuilder and integrating 
CurveBuilder into GEN-I’s trading ecosystem. Full implementation took 
place within just five months.

“It soon became clear that Enverus’ 
CurveBuilder software was the 
solution we were looking for.”
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GEN-I CurveBuilder Allocation of Benefits 
Increase Operational Efficiency

Better Compliance Management 
& Risk Mitigation
Drive Business Growth

Reduce IT Spend

ENVERUS CURVEBUILDER PROVIDES

• High quality, validated data, alongside your own

• Real-time curves; fast calculation speeds

• Real-time, triggered, manual or scheduled curve building

• Automation of the entire process (building curves through   
 price distribution)

• Robust APIs for integration with existing data systems

• Single source of the truth (front-desktop user base, back, &   
 middle office)

• Mobile and Excel Tool access to curve results

• Comprehensive audit trail down to every calculated tenor point

• Security protocols

• 10+ years of established curve building

• 10+ million daily curves

http://www.enverus.com
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Seizing Trading Opportunities With High Quality, Validated and 
Consistent Data

Enverus CurveBuilder solution went live in 
2020 and has already brought significant 
benefits to GEN-I.

The entire trading ecosystem has access 
to consistent curves with 100% of the target PFCs validated through CurveBuilder and flowing through to the ETRM 
solution. The frequency of PFC recalculation has increased from several times a week, to intraday allowing accurate, 
on the fly pricing in volatile power markets. Furthermore, curve creation time has reduced from a suite of multi hour 
batch jobs, to solutions and error discovery in minutes.

Via an intuitive user interface, traders and analysts are using 
updated PFC builds at frequencies previously not possible. Market 
clarity has soared, enabling GEN-I to increase trading capacity 
based on their unique modelling and adding significant value to the 
portfolio. Trade volume continues to rise and the next phase of the 
implementation will be to expand the curve coverage internally and 
increase building frequency as and where trading requires.

Boris Domanović concludes: “Core to our business is complex 
cross border power trading at high levels of granularity, and we wanted a solution to apply rules to the market. 
Enverus and CurveBuilder was flexible enough to model our market understanding and formalise our mathematical 
model in a production grade system that was previously only available in-house.

About Enverus
Enverus is the leading data, software, and insights company focused on the energy industry. Through its SaaS 
platform, Enverus provides innovative technologies and predictive/prescriptive analytics, empowering customers to 
navigate the future. Enverus’ solutions deliver value across upstream, midstream and downstream sectors, enabling 
the industry to be more collaborative, efficient and competitive. With more than 1,300 employees across the globe, 
the Company’s solutions are sold to more than 6,000 customers across 50 countries.

“No other provider was flexible or fast enough at modelling our 
market understanding. The result for us is a significantly expanded 
trading advantage.” PFC visibility went from weeks to minutes

“CurveBuilder offered flexibility to model our 
market understanding as well as allow us 
to conduct further mathematical modelling 
in the electricity markets if new theories 
presented themselves. The result for us is 
significant trading advantage as we continue 
to look to capitalise on Balkans deregulation.”
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